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President DeRosa discusses goals
"When you don't have financial stability, you can't make important
investments for the future."
-President DeRosa
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Assistant News Editor

As we stand on the brink
of a new year, a new century
and a new millennium, many
students at Pacific wonder
what the University has ac
complished in the past years.
In an interview, President
Donald DeRosa discussed
some of the goals he has
made for University of the
Pacific and how those goals
have been accomplished.
President DeRosa entered
his position as president in
the fall of 1995 and found the
University on shaky ground.
His immediate goals were to
build an administrative
team, stronger ties to Stock
ton and also improve the un
steady financial standing.
DeRosa explained that
during his first year, rev
enues were overestimated
and year-to-year expenses
were underestimated. He
called it "a cumulative oper
ating deficit."
During his second year,
however, the situation im-

Staff Writer

The students of the School
of Pharmacy have proposed
changes in the way in which
their money is being allocat
ed. They think that they
should receive more of the
money that comes from the
$105 ASUOP activity fee that
each of the pharmacy stu
dents have to pay.
Currently all students on
the UOP campus, including
all pharmacy students must

Stockton: Paradise or pit
of hell - round 2
p.8
In the Fall of 1997 The
Pacificati published a staff
editorial entitled, "Stock
ton: Paradise or Pit of
Hell." Quick to make
judgments based on facts
such as all Taco Bells have
bullet proof drive through
windows, the piece harsh
ly criticized Stockton for
not providing a college en
vironment.
Pike members are going
homeless for charity, p.12
We are now amidst the
early stages of winter,
when it's clear and chill
ingly cold. Would you
give up the warmth of
your dorm room to sit out
in the cold, owning noth
ing but perhaps a heavy
jacket?

President Donald DeRosa talks about the future of University of the Pacific.

proved. For the first time, about $1 million.
The school was now able
UOP conducted a program
review. The budget was also to make much needed im
cut. "I think we cut perhaps provements to residence
$4 million out of the budget," halls and programs. "When
DeRosa said. That budget you don't have financial sta
cut created a cushion of bility, you can't make impor

tant investments for the fu
ture," DeRosa added.
Those investments have
paid off for the University.
As the market has improved,
the University's endowment
See DeRosa, page 2

ASP seeks better student representation
JESSICA C. CURLEY

This Week...

pay the fee of $105 per year.
The activity fee goes to things
like the presentations in Mc
Caffrey Center, cultural clubs,
Crossroads Healthy Living,
Anderson Y and the Pro
gramming Board that puts on
movies, programs and trips.
Dan Borlik, ASUOP presi
dent commented, "All the
programs and services are
open to all professional and
undergraduate students in
the school." .
But the School of Pharma
cy students don't feel like

they are able to use these ser dent body. There were 238
vices because of the schedule pharmacy students who re
they have as professional stu sponded to the 13 questions.
One question was "Are you
dents.
"It's been an ongoing prob generally aware of the
lem from our standpoint. Our ASUOP services provided to
students have different inter UOP students?" 65.5 percent
ests in what they pursue on a said they were unaware.
daily basis," said Dr. Don There were 60.1 percent of
Floriddia, adviser to the the students that strongly
Academy of Students of disagreed with the statement,
Pharmacy (ASP). Floriddia "ASUOP represents the
has been an adviser to stu School of Pharmacy well in
dent body groups since 1980. understanding students'
ASP conducted a survey needs and issues."
See Pharmacy, page 4
recently of the pharmacy stu

Stockton's latest dining
addition
p.18
Stockton's newest Mex
ican restaurant opened for
business on November 15
and the place has been
packed ever since.

Weekend

WEATHER
TODAY

SHOWERS

HI: 57 Low: 42
Friday
Partly cloudy with a high o
59 and low of 38
Saturday
Partly Cloudy with a high
of 62 and a low of 34
Sunday
Partly Cloudy with a high
of 61 and low of 34
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DeRosa

Continued from page 1
fund has increased. As of
June 30,1999, UOP's endow
ment fund stood at $111 mil
lion. DeRosa explained,
however, "A university of
our quality should have an
endowment two or three
times the size of ours."
Some of the money has
come from gifts. DeRosa
spoke of one woman who
gave $3.3 million to UOP and
she had never had any con
nections with the Pacific.
Another financial issue
that had to be addressed was
the issue of faculty salaries.
During DeRosa's third year
at Pacific, it was realized the
salaries were too low when
compared with those of com
parable universities. A task
force was formed to figure
out how to bring those
salaries up to the 60th per
centile. That plan is in its
second year and although it
varies by school, corrections

are being made to meet that tempt to start bringing the possibly a T3 line.
goal in three years.
clusters back.
One of the biggest issues in
"The plan is a good one.
DeRosa next addressed the question for students is rela
It's being adjusted and cor- concern of technology on tions with Stockton. Many
rected," DeRosa stressed.
campus. Since UOP took universities enjoy a comfort
^UOP has seen a lot of over control of the campus's able relationship with the
towns they are located in, but
acadenUcstruc- "Many students
UOP and Stockton appear at
ture throughout apg working in been many com- times to be at outs.
DeRosa tol'droyf
Stockton and
°< 'he DeRosa discounted much
of this. "Many students are
one change.
people JUSt
slowly
In the 1960s, don't know it." dents can't con working in Stockton and
people just don't know it," he
President Robert
nect for various explained. One example he
-President
Burns
intro
reasons.
is the School of Busi
duced cluster
DeRosa DeRosa said gave
ness.
Many of the students
colleges to Pacifthe University who are working toward
ic much like the Claremont will continue to beuIcS
MBAs are also working for
colleges. The program re- of technology on campus, businesses in Stockton.
ceived national attention. He explained that they unHe added that the clinic at
DeRosa said there is even a derestimated the number of
the School of Dentistry in San
letter m the University students bringing computers Francisco is planning to
Archives from U.S. President to school and using the netbring a satellite clinic here to
Kennedy congratulating work.
Stockton,
which would be lo
U°R
,
Currently there is only one cated at the School of Phar
However, student interest T1 line serving the school,
macy and Health Sciences.
in the clusters diminished, but DeRosa promised Pacific
Another exampleof UOP's
The Schoolofinternational plans to add "a major upcommunity involvement is
Studies is all that's left of the grade over the holidays."
working with other Stockton
cluster colleges. The plan for That upgrade will be to add
schools. Heather Mayne, the
a Humanities House is
an at- at
least another
T1 line
^cuia.cuieasi:
anotner 11
In and assistant provost, and

Holiday shopping can be ex
pensive for Pacific students

A l F Y ZAMANSKY
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News Editor
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shopping in the malls here in
Stockton while still in school,
many shop at the bookstore
and some do their shopping
, -e
I was thinking I might exfplore and do some of AII
myy hih
hoiiday shopping on the net/
explains Ben Lee, a junior.
"However, I am a little hesi
tant because I still don't fully
trust the whole system quite
yet." According to Barbara
Froom,
a- ~ ..
™' 3fhng dirLector of
UOP s bookstore, there has
been a significant increase in
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popular items of nurch asp
Freshmen like TonvSt,
veira and Matt White both of
Casa Warner, do their'holiday
shopping at the malls, "i generally go to the mall," ex
plains Silveira, a sports science major. "Usually I will
head over to the Good Guys
for electronic stuff or maybe
the Gap for clothing." White,
a business major, says that he
g°es to Arden Fair Mall in
Sacramento to do his shopnine "Usnallv I will ™
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explains Shoeffler. "They
come in packs especially after
finals." A survey, taken by
The Pacifican, comprised of
over 100 Pacific students in
dicates that students spend
upwards of $175 to $200.
With the holiday season
upon us and the end of the se
mester approaching, fast stu
dents- seem to
be glad that
w ^ giau mat
8
S^h'" " °U'e"d'

—

s„r™or«kn0aWs,edr,ha' ^'-;P<<'wCi.rbeeg,ad
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cfc-Ari,
Margee Ensign'
«ci
worked with t
f *Vt».
Unified School
^toc
a$17million gran
didn't get the
' Det
admitted, but
can work with trie <- tyWhen asked abo
ture goals for Pacific
said, "True academ ic
tiveness." He exp"
desire for a UOP ed u v.
be in great demand
has programs that v e
colleges have, such
Mentor program,
"prepares students i
sponsibility in a profsetting."
"It's the distinct! ver
our academic progr a m
the really important tr
DeRosa stressed.
As UOP enters the
millennium, it must cor
to make improvement
everyone. DeRosa fini
by saying, "This is no :i:
take a breath... This is a
where we move ahead

If you are interested in doing product ior
for The Pacifican, please contact
Justin Fitzhugh at 946-2115 or at
production @ thepacif ican. com.

SUCCESS.
GET AN EDGE ON COLLEGE EXPENSES.
The Army can help you get an edge
on college expenses in just two years.
When you enlist and qualify for a
certain skill, you could become eligible
for the Montgomery GI Bill plus the
Army College Fund. That means you
could earn $26,500 for college with
a two-year enlistment
And the Army will give you
another edge, too. You'll develop •mrhwmhhmm
the self-discipline, self-confidence and maturity you'll
need to succeed in college.
Find out more about how you can get $26,500 for
college in just two short years. Call your local Army
Recruiter for more information today.

Call: 209-951-3541

ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.'
www.goarmy.com
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Pacific's past as we approach the millennium

tudents pour in quickly as classes open Monday
THE STOCKTON RECORD

The College of the Pacific
open classrooms in its
•t
;autiful new plant next Monlay morning at 8 o'clock. It
-it /ill be the seventy-third annu
al fall opening of California's
1C
oldest college.
The fifty members of the fac
ulty are here ready to assume
their tasks.
Yesterday and today were
registration days at the college.
"We have a class of over two
hundred freshmen, the largest
pre-enrollment in the history
of the college," said President
Tully C. Knoles to the Record
this morning. "The indications
are that the total enrollment
will reach 600 before the term
is far along."
Students began pouring into
Stockton this week to prepare
for the opening. The women's
dormitory was occupied for
the first time Wednesday
night. The big building is now
crowded to overflowing. The
same holds true with the men's
dormitory. Every room is oc
cupied and many students are
temporarily sleeping in the at
tic and in the social hall until
other quarters can be made
ready to take care of the over
flow. The college could easily
use rooms for 300 girls on the
rill

campus if it had the housing
capacity. Its present equip
ment enables it to take care of
but 130 girls.
The first meal was served in
the new dining hall last night.
During the interim the tea
room, established on the cam
pus, worked overtime in meet
ing the stress of vigorous ap
petites.
Many families with stu
dents have also moved into the
city.
The public is invited to the
first assembly of the students,
which will be held Monday
morning at 11 o'clock in the
new gymnasium building.
The exercises are to be infor
mal, with music provided by
the conservatory, songs by the
student body, announcements
and a short address by Dr. Tul
ly C. Knoles, president of Pa
cific.
The class schedule is to be
somewhat limited on Monday
on account of the necessity for
enrollment and giving of pre
liminary directions.
The dormitory buildings, al
though not completely fin
ished, are doing service. The
furniture is all moved in. New
furniture is provided in the
women's dormitory.
The Administration build
ing and the Weber Memorial

or science building are com
plete as to rooms, but there is
some work yet to be done on
the entrances.
The great task now is the
cleaning up of the campus af
ter the rush necessitated in or
der that the college might open
on time.
A broad gravel walk is to be
laid immediately across the
campus as a main entrance to
the Administration building,
with side walks to the science
and conservatory structures.
The great number of auto
mobiles on the campus and
other signs of the opening in
dicate the greatest year in the
history of Pacific.
When A. H. White, promi
nent Marysville business man,
brought his daughter Alva to
Pacific a few days ago, a mem
ber of the party that came
along to inspect the new col
lege remarked that it would be
necessary to wear boots this
winter on account of the mud
on the campus.
"We'll be so happy in the
new buildings, we won't care
about a little dirt," said anoth
er member, expressing the gen
eral sentiment that prevails.
"It was ten times worse
when I attended the opening
of Stanford," said Mr. White.

Weber Hall in the early days of the University.

WAITING is
Optional...
Accelerated 9
Week Terms
Weekend &
Evening Classes
Small Class Size
Financial Aid
Available
WASC

Pacific's past

Pharmacy School opens
cilities.
Pacific's school is the third
one in California, the others
College of the Pacific has being at University Of Califor
made another step in the di nia in San Francisco, and USC
rection of becoming a univer in Los Angeles.
sity, with the addition of a
The school was organized
school of pharmacy.
as a result of a shortage of
Forty students are enrolled trained pharmacists and a lack
in the new school. Dr. Emer of schools to produce enough
son Cobb is the acting direc of them for this rapidly ex
tor and adviser until President panding area. The school will
Robert Burns appoints a dean offer a five-year program, one
to the school. The new dean year of pre-pharmacy and
will assume official duties four years of professional
around the end of the year.
pharmacy studies.
A pharmacy laboratory
"The coming of a school of
plus a green house, animal pharmacy," said Dean Lloyd
room, and a model drug store Bertholf, "brings closer than
will be added to the present fa ever before university status to
THE PACIFIC WEEKLY

Date Unknown

the College of the Pacific.
Along with the schools of mu
sic, education, Asian studies,
and pharmacy, there are four
organized schools in connec
tion with the liberal arts col
lege.
The department of engi
neering is approaching a
school in organization and
size, and graduate studies
could be organized as a sepa
rate school, for there is already
an acting dean.
These would total seven
schools. When it will be desir
able to formally organize into
a university is as yet undeter
mined, but every event points
toward that direction."

"Can't get the class you want"
Check Chapman's GE breadth classes!
www.chapman.edu

Office Hours: Mon-Thurs 7:30-5:00

BB CHAPMAN

UNIVERSITY

3351
3600

M Street, Suite 220 • Merced • (209)723-2105
SUk Road. Suite Sfl - Modesto * (2091545-1234

}
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Crandle and Dr. Neil Gerard. pharmacy *
culture that does not allow said Saroyan.
G,.
Pharmacy.
One of the proposals that able to use
for undergraduate life as
Right now students from
Continued from page 1
other Pacific students define the School of Pharmacy are ASP set before the consulting we provide,
^ ;
To the question "How of it. Location of ASP across the paying about $50,000 a year team was creating a Health efit them in
There
is
one
ten do you travel to main river is definitely a psycho for the activity fee and the Sciences Council that would
campus to specifically use logical barrier, if not a physi school is getting back about be separate from ASUOP and that represents
cr onc-j
ASUOP is also
ASUOP services?" 71.8 per cal one in addition to this is $17,000 of that money to go would just be for the School
cent said not at all. When sue.
towards their activities and of Pharmacy and Health Sci that ASP is a stu
asked, "In general, should
ASP has proposed that it programs. Floriddia said ences. The 400 professional that only serves
the School of Pharmacy con receive 80 percent of the they have to raise about 75 students would pay a fee that pharmacy stude*1'
tinue to be a part of ASUOP," ASUOP fees
percent of would go to the office of stu name of the schc>OT
73.9 percent of the students paid by all
their money dent life on the professional of Pharmacy and
"We
are
not
said no.
students in
for the pro school and they wouldn't ences. This new na^'
undergrads
There was also space on the School of
grams
in have to pay the ASUOP activ includes students u
the survey for additional Pharmacy
anymore. We don't which they ity fee, but the 200 pre-phar- er majors (Speech
Pathology).
ASLJC>*~'
comments and many stu and Health
macy students would still
care what happens participate.
needs of these stu <d
—
dents responded. Some com Sciences.
He
said, pay the fee.
on main campus! "The stu "Each group would be in being fulfilledments included, "I don't even They feel that
"I think that th -feel that we get anything for this is a more Most of us are adults dents feel charge of its own funds and it
sional students ha >
our $105.1 would like to see equitable dis
like
they
are
would
be
directed
by
ASUOP
and already had
the pharmacy school benefit tribution of
putting an guidelines," said Floriddia. A lot of them are <= ij.
undergrad
from the fees by at least hav fees paid by
inordinate
"The school would buy back than the undergr^ ing more access to the fund. I the students experiences at better amount of any services that they still There are valid
am aware that we have to of the school.
both sides. They're ttime trying needed from ASUOP."
schools."
fight for any share of these
"ASUOP
to fundraise
The consulting team also get the most value t s '
funds. I think that the funds says
that
for
their met with ASUOP and dis student fees and AS
should be kept by the phar they
offer
-Pharmacy Student events be cussed their contentions trying to m a k e s u r e macy school instead of by the services, but
students of the scho«
fore they can about the issue.
main campus."
they [phar
do them."
Borlik said, "Their con funded fairly," B u r . Yet another student said, macy students] don't use
A consulting team came to tention is that most of the ished.
"We are not undergrads any them, but our students can't the University of the Pacific
more. We don't care what use them. There is program on November 15-16 to see
happens on main campus! ming that the pharmacy stu what they thought about this
'Pfolit,
Most of us are adults and al dents want to do, but ASUOP issue as well as others on
/4nt pionat
ready had undergrad experi doesn't see that as a priority campus. The team consisted
Skin & Body Cotm
ences at better schools. and so they don't fund it," of two professors from two
Smk
ASUOP can offer us noth Floriddia said.
different schools: Dr. David
•
Facials .
565 E. Harding Way
ing." One students comment
Ralph Saroyan, Director of
• SpaTn
Stockton,
CA
-«ody I
was, "I saw one volleyball Pre-Pharmacy Student Af
• Make-up As^466-5534
PIZZA CAFE
game, that's it. I don't know if fairs, said, "ASUOP trying to
.Need)e-Fret tfc
» Arom MtM- rani
it was worth $105. What do service the needs of ASP is
• Gift Cerrtfi tm
you think?"
• Imegrti
like putting a square peg in a
|All Orders For November
Angcb Glton,IX
Another student said, "I round hole. It just doesn't
Now offeringWith UOP I.D.
EX-L/VRGE
am a first year pharmacy stu work." Saroyan gave an ex
MICRODERMABRASK>
$9.99 1 TOPPING
dent and I've never heard ample of one time when
Send A Real Christmas Treat
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
about ASUOP and I don't ASUOP disregarded the
think they provide any kind School of Pharmacy. He said
WITH THIS AD
1852 Country Club Blvd.
of useful services to pharma that Homecoming this year
From:
4654877
cy students."
was scheduled in the middle
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
According to the Student of pharmacy midterms and
VISA MASTERCARD ATM
2532 E. Main Sueet 465-5464
Activity Fee Consulting Pro they weren't able to partici
posal, written by ASUOP ad pate in any activities.
viser Greg Lehr, "The ASP
"We have different calen
Chapter feels they deserve dars and different minds. We
Start off your winter break right
more money than the formu have a lot of unusual needs.
with airport shuttle service
la presently allows due to We treat them like they're
Bus. Phone- (209) 887-2421
their unique classification as pharmacists right from the
Cell. #
9) 607-4600
professional students. These start. They have meetings
br 607-0222
students are in an accelerated that they have to travel to,
E-mail-Lunndel@juno.com
program that results in a pro but the ASUOP concept is
fessional degree awarded, that you don't use student
SFO/SAC/San
• Airport shuttle to 5FO/5AC
/ban Jose/Oakland
•> • Pickup at your home or business
and feel they have a defined funds to travel to meetings,"
• Service available 7 days a week
• Excellent prices and service
Now accepting applications for news
• Newer mode! air-conditioned van
• return service available at discount rate
• package delivery also available (local and out or town)
writers for Spring semester. Contact The

nNG€u=rs

10% OFF

Flowers
Pioli's

235-1626

LUNN's Delivery and Passenger Servic<

Pacifican at 946-2115

GET THERE ON TIME, SAFE AND SOUND
we accept American Express
visit our website: www.sjconnect.com/lunnsdeIivery
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JfACIFlCAN
Quote of the
Week
"Cities are
the abyss of
the human
species."
-Jean
Jacques
Rousseau
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Stockton:
In the Fall of 1997The Pacifican published
a staff editorialentitled, "Stockton; Paradise
or Pit of Hell." Quick to make judgments
based on facts such as all Taco Bells have
bullet proof drive through windows, the
piece harshly criticized Stockton for not
providing a college environment.
The editorial was so good that it earned
its author a "Pitzie" award from Michael
Fitzgerald, a columnist for The Record.
Fitzgerald gives out "pitzies" to people or
groups who do a disservice to the Stockton
community. So two years later, still fully
supporting the original editorial, we revisit
Stockton's status as a paradise or pit of hell
and its relationship with Pacific.
The Past
UOP has been a part of Stockton for just
over 75 years now. As the University has
grown, so has the community that holds it.
Stockton was once an up-and-coming cen
ter of commerce, agriculture and boxing.
University of the Pacific was once an inno
vator in education creating cluster colleges,
a powerhouse in football earning respect
and pride for both itself as well as the city
and a part of the Stockton community.
The Present

or pit of hell - round 2
Crime has dropped inStockton. The Cal
ifornia Crime Index for the city dropped
from 10,504 in 1995 to 7,857 in 1998. That's
not to say crime is not a problem in Stock
ton. When you have individuals allegedly
burning down apartments for murder and
1,970 vehicle thefts, crime is always a prob
lem, but it's finally going in the right direc
tion.
Stockton is on an upswing and truly is an
All-American City. Hardworking citizens
confront their problems together, building
a better environment for their children. We
may mock and joke about the award but if
that's not All-American, what is?
Downtown is slowly being revitalized.
The new Weber Point Events Center
promises to be a gathering placefor the city
and the planned 16-20 screen theatre near
the historic Hotel Stockton promises to be
a draw even for the college crowds.
Pacific has recovered from recent finan
cial troubles, reigned in tuition hikes and in
troduced this thing called "Mentor Semi
nar." Its students tutor in the community,
clean up parks, raise funds for great causes
such as Mary Graham Children's Center,
breast cancer research and more. Faculty,

staff and students live, shop and hold jobs in
Stockton.
The Future
There is little room to dispute that Stock
ton is not a college town. With a prestigious
four-year private institution, one of the better
community colleges in California and the
new CSU Stanislaus satellite campus, Stock
ton should be a place for the college crowd,
but it simply isn't.
So where does that leave the relationship
between Stockton and University of the Pa
cific? Some would say Pacific has become
home to Stockton's events (the Promise
Keepers, 49er training camp) and one of the
only safe areas of the city. Some city com
munity members would say that Pacific's
students and faculty are rich, stuck-up
spoiled brats who have never worked a day
in our lives.
How do we fix it? The answer is not ob
vious or simple. The first step is to foster a
better understanding of each other. It does
n't help when you have Mayor Podesto, a
member of the Board of Regents, attacking
Dean Ensign for her perspective. Pacific
must understand the history and future of

See Stockton, page 9

Pacifican editorials represent the view of a majority of The Paciftcaii's editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third
floor of Hand Hall or e-mail us at letters@thepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Alcohol policy robs students
Dear Editor
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Question of the \
Would you want to live in Stocktor"*
after graduation?
"I'm from Stockton,
and after I
graduate, it's time
to discover new
places."
- Natalie Bovee
Sophomore
"I would only
live here after
graduation because
its c h e a p e r t h a n t h e
Bay Area."
- Charlene Lap us
junior
"No, because there
are not enough
jobs that revolve
around my major,
which is graphic
design."
- Mike Alcanices
Senior
"I haven't seen
much of it, but
from what I've
seen, not just no,
but HELL NO!"
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but I'd also like to
come back because
it's home."

~ jj|r

- Lily Knobloch
Sophomore

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 8.
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The upcoming millennium is merely a new day
DOUG ROBERTSON

Staff Writer

So the millennium is swift
ly approaching and soon the
world will be able to see if all
the would-be Nostradamas
are right: is the world going to
end? Are we all going to die in
a fiery hell? Will there be a sec
ond coming, and was there a
first? Or will your watch just
read "Jan. 1,00 ?" Will you just
have to buy a new calendar?
Life will continue to go on
as it has for over a millennia.
On Saturday afternoon, Janu
ary 1,2000 a lot of people are
going to slowly come to and
realize, through their hang
overs, that they have to go to
work on Monday, that the mil
lennium was merely a turning
of the clock. Even more than
that, the biggest thing about
the millennium was that it was
being sold to us, the general
public, like a car sale or a
grand opening.

Is there a deeper meaning to
the turning of the clock? Does
the changing of not one, two or
even three, but all four digits
on our calendars really mean
anything at all? Congratula
tions to us: we managed tosur
vive another 1000 years with
out committing species-wide
suicide.

What will a new millenni
um bring? It will bring new ad
vances in technology. Soon we
won't even have to leave our
homes to do anything, because
we will be able to do every
thing over the Internet. The
new millennium will be filled
with hermits and shut-ins.
Movies will be made more and

more realistic until the audi
ence will no longer be able to
differentiate between what's
real and what's not, a total im
mersion in the experience. And
weaponry will become more
advanced. Newer and deadlier
means of destruction will be
discovered and soon real war
will be obsolete. Computers

will do all the fighting, saving
millions of human lives. But I
don't want to get all "Termina
tor 2" on you so I'll back off of
that subject. The point is, tech
nology will really begin to take
over, but humans will go on
living. There will be no ground
shaking discoveries just be
cause 24 hours and 1,000 years
passed and a new millennium
was bom.
The best thing to come out
of the turning of the clock is the
fact that we will no longer
have to hear about the im
pending millennium. It will be
over and we will be able to go
about our own little lives in a
new year, new century, new
millennium, but most impor
tantly a new day, for every
new day is a chance to start
over. All we can do is try to en
joy the break from The Pacifican, and by the time we come
back we'll be ready to read all
about the drinking policy
again.

Y2 Kare more about environmental intelligence
MICHAEL KOJIS

Staff Writer

During the past 1,000 years,
and particularly this past cen
tury, we humans - through
whirlwinds of invention have become quite adept at
harnessing the power of na
ture to suit our most basic
needs and outlandish desires.
Furthermore, barring any
mysterious computer glitch,
this knack for extraction is
likely to skyrocket into the
next millennium.
Yet, before we Americans
get carried away, we may
want to stop for a moment and
see if our common knowledge

From everyone
on the Opinion
staff, we wish
you happy
holidays and a
happy new year!

of our physical surroundings dustry, but individually are
has evolved enough to keep failing to regulate our own
such practices.
up.
For instance, the American
To this effect, a 1997 poll
conducted by the National En public was quick to chastise
vironmental Education and (by word and legal fees) the
Training Foundation (along 1989 Exxon Valdez oil tanker
with Roper Starch Worldwide) spill, but remains slow in rec
suggests that we ought tohold ognizing the leading cause of
our half-blind horses. Accord oil pollution: improper dispos
ing to the results of the survey al (e.g., down storm drains) of
- entitled the National Envi this toxic liquid by individu
ronmental Report Card -, als.
In addition, regarding solid
"Only 1 in 3 adult Americans
has a passing understanding waste, Susan asserts that recy
of our most pressing environ cling is futile (in reducing
mental issues." As an example, garbage) if we continue to buy
nearly 50 percent of U.S. citi "virgin" or newly-made prod
zens believe that industrial ucts. And, this awareness is
factories are the main cause of shared by her colleague Alison
poor water quality, when - in Hudson, management analyst
truth - the principal source is for San Joaquin County's Solid
runoff from farms, lawns, Waste Division, who strongly
recommends that we make a
roads, and parking lots.
Susan Loyko, the Stormwa- conscious effort to habitually
ter Outreach Coordinator for shop for recycled items - e.g.,
the City of Stockton, gives one clothes, furniture, and re-re
reason for this split between fined oil. After all, she de
belief and reality by stating clares, "Recycling means you
that we collectively - through buy 'recycled'!"
government agencies - are reg
More importantly, Alison
ulating the acquisition, use, promotes the idea of source re
and disposal practices of in duction, or "not creating waste

in the first place." This ap
proach greatly lowers the (in
creasingly scarce) amount of
energy and natural resources
to create, transport, and dis
pose of products.
This method is adopted by
the Cygnus Group, and re
flected in its invaluable (on
line) quarterly newsletter: Use
Less Stuff.
To illustrate, the OctoberNovember-E>ecember edition
describes how one can "Have
a Low Impact Y2Kristmas"
[and holiday season] by rent
ing party-related items such as
dishes, glassware, and formalwear, and by planning meals
wisely to diminish any un
wanted leftovers.
Furthermore, as always
needed around this time of
year, the newsletter offers per
spective: "Nothing costs less
or means more than spending
time with loved ones. Enjoy
your family and friends, and
your need to find joy through
consumption will decline."
Hence, through simple ac
tions, environmental problems
caused by humans can be

solved by humans. However,
according to Oak Ridge Na
tional Laboratory scientist
Alvin Trivelpiece - while
speaking at an April confer
ence of the Environmental Lit
eracy Council -, "We cannot
solve these problems by inten
tionally knowing less about
them."
[To intentionally know
more, please contact Susan
Loyko (937-8791), Alison Hud
son (swrecycle@reachme.net),
the Cygnus Group
(www.cygnus-group.com),
and / or the Environmental Lit
eracy Council (www.enviroliteracy.org)].

This is The
Pacifican's last
issue of the
millennium. What's
your opinion?
£ mail us at
opinion@thepacfician.com
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Metro Editor
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Pike members are going homeless for charity

CHELSEA SIME

Staff Writer

We are now amidst the ear
ly stages of winter, when it's
clear and chillingly cold.
Would you give up the
warmth of your dorm room to
sit out in the cold, owning
nothing but perhaps a heavy
jacket?
If it was to raise money for
the needy during the holiday
season you might. This is ex
actly what the University's Pi
Kappa Alpha chapter is plan
ning. Local Pikes will go
homeless for fifty continuous
hours—from 8 a.m. on De
cember 1 to 10 a.m. on De
cember 3—in order to raise
money for the San Joaquin
County Food Bank.
The event, called Hit of Re
ality, is in its fifth year run
ning. It continues to be Pike's
major philanthropy effort of
the year. Nearly every one of
Pike's members will partici
pate in the event in some
form. Due to jobs and such,
some men will not be able to
put in the entire fifty hours,
yet all will help to the extent
they are able.
Feeding the needy and
homeless not only in Stockton
but Lodi, Tracy and Manteca
as well, the San Joaquin

Last year's hit of reality met with large success, hopefiilly this year's event will top that.
County Food Bank is in need
of all the help they can get. Hit
of Reality has been a benefi
ciary for the charity for five
years.
The monetary goal of this
project is to raise a minimum
of ten thousand dollars to
ward the food bank. Due to a
previous arrangement, efforts
will actually provide the char
ity with two hundred and six
ty thousand dollars worth of
food. For every dollar Pi Kap

pa Alpha donates, twenty-six
dollars in food may be pur
chased. This generous goal
has increased tremendously
from last year's contribution
of two thousand dollars.
In order to reach their ob
jective, the men will remain
for a consecutive fifty hours in
the outdoor area of the Mc
Caffrey Center. By pledging to
go homeless, they give up
common luxuries and every
day conveniences such as

Does UOP belong In Stockton?

money, shelter, cars, showers
and even food. All the while,
the men must continue to at
tend their regular daily class
es.
Danny Nuss, Pi Kappa Al
pha's community service
chairman and coordinator of
Hit of Reality, is looking for
ward to this active demon
stration. "Not only is it a big
help to the community, but it's
a great brotherhood thing,"
Nuss said. "You get all the

Festival of Lights
will kick off holiday
fosEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer
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brothers out there when it's
twenty below and it's just a
great bonding experience."
The Pikes survive solely off
of any handouts from other
University students as well as
local community members.
Monetary contributions to
ward the goal are, of course,
welcomed.
To reach the purpose of this
project, the men are spon
sored by members of the com
munity, both on an hourly ba
sis and as a flat rate. Any and
all donations are gladly ac
cepted, as they have only fifty
hours to raise the ten grand.
Besides Hit of Reality, the
Pike house also collects
canned goods for the food
bank. In addition, each man
personally completes approx
imately sixty-five hours of
community service a year.
Nuss urges the importance
of helping the philanthropic
event. "We would love every
one to stop by while we're out
there, even if it's just to say hi.
Most of our contributions
usually come from other stu
dents, so, of course, we really
appreciate that," said Nuss.
For more information on
Hit of Reality, contact the Pike
house or stop by during their
demonstration. Donations
will be accepted on the spot.

With invitations of Carna
tion hot chocolate mixes being
distributed across campus,
President and Mrs. Donald
DeRosa hope to attract a
crowd of enthusiastic faculty,
staff and students wishing to
share in the holiday spirit and
traditions of different cultures
and religions. To celebrate
these religions in one ceremo
ny means finding a common

ality between them. The gift of
light has always been used in
all religions because of its sym
bolism as it represents, creates
and evokes a sense of spiritu
ality.
Faculty, staff and students
will celebrate this year's Festi
val of Lights on Sunday, De
cember 5. The celebration is an
annual event and a long-stand
ing tradition, taking many
forms and held in different
places. The event will begin at
See Lights, page 17
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Meningitis: Do you know the signs and symptoM^si
in 88 college students between
September 1998 and June 1999.
Cuest Writer
Six students died and at least
When many students arrive four of these deaths could
at college they are filled with have been prevented by an
many expectations. They plan available meningococcal vac
on meeting new people, par cine.
Meningitis is the inflamma
taking in desired classes and
look forward to the experience tion of a membranous cover
ing of the brain and spinal
of dorm life.
What they do not expect, cord. Although it may have
however, is to become ill, several causes, the most seri
which unfortunately occurs ous is the bacterial form Neis
often when living in a resi seria meningitidis. Its serious
dence hall environment. Al ness is due to its rapid
though students are generally infection rate and resulting
affected by the common cold, deaths. Yet there are a few pos
flu and other such viruses, a sibilities as to what a person
more serious illness has been could experience after they
affecting students lately.
come into contact with it.
The illness known as
First, a person may experi
meningitis has been detected ence nothing, as their body is
SHEILA FURTADO

not receptive or they have a
strong immune system.
Second, a person may be af
flicted with a sore throat for a
few days before their body
makes a recovery. Third, a per
son may simply become a car
rier and feel no effects. Lastly,
the bacteria may invade the
body, within 1-10 days of ex
posure, whereupon a person
would experience symptoms
including: fever, chills, general
discomfort, loss of strength
and a rash. At this point, death
can occur within hours despite
treatment.
Despite the seriousness of
this disease, many students
are unaware and unconcerned
of its existence.
While contracting bacterial

Water soaks Grace Covell
and disturbs residents
TAMMY GONZALES

Staff Writer

Water, water, water every
where! We're not talking
about national flood, not
state wide or even county
wide, we're talking the first
floor, west side of Grace Cov
ell. The latest problems to hit
Grace Covell Hall, besides
the usual asbestos, water
turning off, and ants was a
small flood.
This wasn't your ordinary
water though. This was bath
room water and it stunk. Sun
day night, at approximately 1
a.m., according to students,
water just started pouring
out of the boy's bathroom
into the hall and didn't stop.
In the latest fiasco this side
of UOP, Physical Plant attrib
uted the flooding to the sew
er in the building being
clogged, most likely because
of something being flushed
down the toilet.
Physical Plant says the
most common things to be
flushed down the toilet are
feminine products. This out
pouring of water did come
from the boy's bathroom, but
who knows? Physical Plant
says they had heard that the

bathroom was being used as
a co-ed bathroom.
It's the head resident's job
to call Physical Plant and
make them aware of the
problem. Grace's head resi
dent did so and Physical
Plant employees came to
Grace as soon as they heard
about the problem.
The first snake, which is a
tool used to unclog appli
ances, wasn't big enough so
they had to get a bigger one.
What many people did not
realize is that the sewage
from the second and third
floors was also dumping, and
this is just something you
have to stick out.
An anonymous Physical
Plant employee said, "We re
ally regret the big mess, it is
n't something you can predict
ahead of time, but we took
care of it as soon as we heard
about it." After Physical Plant
took care of it, they then
called custodial to come clean
up and sanitize.
Grace residents beg to dif
fer as to how quick this mess
was cleaned up. According to
residents, Physical Plant was
very rude about the matter
and instructed residents to,
"not worry about it and go to

bed." The water stayed there
and now the hall still smells.
The flooring underneath
the carpet is wood, so now
the raw sewage smell is still
present because it seeped
down into the wood. Accord
ing to students, the carpets
were not shampooed until
Tuesday. Grace resident Mollie Jones says, "It still smells
really bad."

meningits can be very haz
ardous to your health the risk
is low. The risk for a freshmen
in college of contracting the
disease is 3.5 out of every

100,000.
A college student's expo
sure is heightened when con
sidering the ways in which the
disease is spread. A person can
come into contact with the dis
ease through kissing, crowded
conditions, sharing utensils
and most pertinent, frequently
eating or sleeping in the same
dwelling as someone else.
Of living arrangements,
freshman Katherine Guidi
said, "My roommate and I
share our eating utensils and
whatnot, but not without care
fully cleaning them."

udt:-|
But just because 3
chance of infection Jf SfeJ
than others, that c
mean that there a re*
simple precautions tUj - I
taken. When trying t< • j
infection a few rules ot «i
can be applied: do
food or beverages, sta >
I
when sick, which les st- |
posure to other germs, ^
rest and school, eat hec
I
ly, avoid excessive use? c
hoi and avoid smoke ai
smoky environments.
Freshmen Sally Walteni
fered one solution t h e
found successful. S h e
"We use the plastic disp*utensils the majority of fuel
time, which cuts down or I

See Meningitis, page I

We'll Pay
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

SALON
YO
JIMMY- Coiorist/Sylist
Tuesday-student discount 20% off

JENNIFER G - Colorist
20% off all colorings
1465 W March Lane* STOCKTON
95-BRAVO
(952 7286)

STOCKTON LOAN
:<Ni and
JEWELRY

We don't want all the business,
justyours"

Open 10am-6pm
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
4227 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, C A 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
209-954-0128

The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can cam mote than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money for
education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last vou a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?

Think about it Then think about us. Then call;
1-800-USA-ARMY

www.soarmy.com

BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

ARMY RESERVE
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First Night Stockton to celebrate new millennium
International festival of the arts expects 30,000 to attend this year
SCOTT SWITZER

Venue

Metro Editor

On December 31, just
hours from the new millenni
um, First NightStockton will
begin to help kick off the new
year, new century and new
millennium all in one. At 6
p.m., the event, which takes
place in some 200 cities na
tion wide, will start right
here in Stockton and will en
tertain people well into the
new year.
The First Night is a New
Year celebration which fo
cuses on the arts, much as the
festivals of old did. First
Night, put simply, is an
art festival that is held in
many communities inter
nationally.
According to the
First Night web
page, www.firstnightintl.org, the
mission is to
"broaden and
deepen
the
public's appre
ciation of the
visual and perform
ing arts through an in
novative, diverse and
high quality New Year's/
Eve program which of
fers the community a
shared cultural experi
ence that is accessible
and affordable to all."
n
In Stockton this>^
takes the form of sev G'O-A-

Highlights
Woodruff Parking Lot
and South Wing—
Teen Scene
Children's Museum—
Kidz Zone
First Night will expand this year to include Hunter Square, Woodruff Center and Weber Point
eral visual arts venues where Bough," a Celtic trio who do
people may go to appreciate songs and stories, and the
artwork and various musical "Lucy Family," who do Irish
talents from around the songs and dance.
city. The bands this year
Also featured will be sev
range from "In The eral rock and classic rock
Mood," a swing band artists, as well as some classi
playing for the all night cal music.
dancing
Aside from music, there
event,
are also many other forms of
to
entertainment to be featured
at First Night Stockton. There
will be performers such as
Todd Paul, a juggler, magi
cian and comic, Nemesis, an
illusionist, Russ Peak, a hyp
notist and Paul Buethe, a
champion Yo-Yo-ist
"Tma
The entertainment is not
Glenn,"
all based around adults, the
A Few of Children's Museum is being
God's Men," converted into the kidz zone
who are gospel for the night, and the
singers,
"Katie Woodruff Parking Lot will be
O'brien," a Celtic the Teen Scene, which will be
harpist,
a venue strictly for teenagers
"Golden
and will feature a popular lo

cal DJ and dancing until mid
night.
The mascot for this years
First Night Stockton event is
the Y2K bug. The bug will be
making appearances in pub
lic until the event.
As an added bonus to go
ing out and having a good
time, if you go to this year's
event, you could help put
Stockton in the Guinness
Book of World Records. In
speaking with Delores
Roach, Public Information
Officer for Stockton, there
will be a yo yo competition
starfingat the stroke of mid
night She says, this will "be
the last yo-yo competition of
the old Millennium, and the
first yo yo competition of tire
new Millennium."
The event will be assisted
by local yo-yo entrepreneur
Steve Speegle, and their will
be lighted yo yo's passed out

Featured Entertainment

Waterfront
Warehouse
Mezzanine-Visual Art
Weber Point Events
Center—Main Stage
St. John's Episcopali !
Youth Hall—Visual
IMP
Art
Bay Cities Office
Furniture—Visual Art
Courthouse Cafe—
Poetry Marathon
at the event. At the stroke of
midnight, 10,000 yo-yo's will
be dropped, which the orga
nizers hope will be a world
record.
This year's First Night fes
tival hopes to have around
30,000 people in attendance.
Everyone is invited.

r
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PrePares for the potential problems of YZ

Metro
Metro Editor
Editor

St.0cl<t0n
ia/u
*. h
i_ a, Cf,»,l.».»-~£V2K Stockton
r
What

As the world nears the new
millennium, anticipation over
the dreaded "Y2K bug" be
comes more anxious. What is
going to happen? Will any
thing happen? What's Y2K?
All ere
are common
common questions
questions
-it
one can hear when discussing
A
thatsTr^P°rt.antqUeStion
at should be asked, as far as
conce^ irtvT^"6^"
8
iseoinvtn'han
3PPen'h
tS°rt
of
nreolr
f
of P
preparations have
rn„ J£ -! T,S have cify
managers made?
When the city began look
ing into Stockton's Y2K prob
lems, or potential problems
over 250 different systems
and products were identified
that could cause trouble. This
was over three years ago, and
the city's Management Infor
mation Services (MIS) has
been
overseeing
the
changeover to Y2K compati
ble components and systems.
Today, Stockton has changed,
tested and verified over 90
percent of these products as
being Y2K compatible.
The focus was on the most
important systems first. De
partments such as the Stock-

sure the safety of the
public
thCekbeginning
he" d°"e tooffen
u new millennium
public at
at the
the
1CP Dpn^rfmonf D,.1-7: _

•

Works, the Fire D^partme^
changed. The obvious
r<;as°n was so that residents of
the Stockton community
C°h u
fTe W3ter' electricity
and he able to drive in compa'1
,
s
d
iW
» ?occur' dnnk"
!"8 W3t" and sfwage systeiyscan be switched to manual operation, to ensure that
these systems will still be

^

St0ckton resi"

Uc^ra^ifPhbler
doo
38
traffic lights if ther

to be

S

.

dents3^

er failure or'if the 1 It P°W"
become inoperable ah rn°H
and intersections with ZlZ
will revert to the C-.I f
Vehi^Zl ^
A c c o r d i n g t o t h e Y e a r 20nn
(Y2K) Third Quarter 1999 Re
port made by Steve Mattos"
nimn „f MIS -Th ra s,'
KcTor
thrirear effcrL 1. y S
CSUre
L

occurVZ6 Unthi"kable haPP*» °"d failures do
are
things that Stockton has in
stnrZ
store to ensure public safety.
,i .

.

,

uses

to process

anh t, *

,

§

aJi

of

Stockton s

srrrEg****

F,nance: All city employee
several contingency plans, will have fieW^monif'' ML"r
PIans include those of waste also have the u^ I
Z,
P'^checks are to be printed in
d-sposal, traffic signals and ACg^Zs "
fdvan«' «« way L,elan
other areas of public works, as
Public Works-The I
* be no problem.
well as an emergency opera, MIS: The M^agement Inmat,on Services will be
_ ions com mi ttee being in ef- with Public Works is the traffi"
feet Some of these include the lights. While all of PubMr ™,°mtorm8 systems' via staff,
y 3re als° the 8rouP 'ofollowing and can be found Works systems are Y2K

under the year 2000 issues: '

the

year 2000 computer bug

Ployees is coming to a sucthe final
^uarter of this year, the City's
Year,2000 Proiect wiI1 be focused on completing the work
ofa/-public safety issue,"
S Plannin8 lncludes
m ,
™akm8 contingency plans
,ust m case something goes
wrong,
although
most
UT°',g' a
ost 'remain
"h0Ugh m
Zin
°Ptimisfic thai the City of
Stockton is ready The 911
CCSSfu' concl"sion. In

emergency system
graded in October *•
and has undergone s
successful tests since t
tial installation.
Contingency plann
focused on the extreni
tion in which civil u n re
occur. The only w a y t h e
may happen, accord in
contingency plannin
plann in sg
TU: ]
.
T-»
e v\
Third Quarter Report
be if "organized group
an anthauthorify ago
tookaction or if excess i <
ebration gets out of ha r J
though both of these a r,
liWv scenarios, the ci f
likely
feels it is better to be
pared.

If you have any
questions, go tc
the Stockton Cit]
government
webpage at
www.
stocktongov.com
or contact
Sabrina Zamora
at
937-8109

Stockton prepares for Y2K with
contingency plans
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% UOP begins their first technological upgrades
MPH DE VERA
\ior Staff Writer
rith

a generous donation
the McGavren-Guild,
. BOP has begun its first
(se in technological adicements in their equipBithe first phase of advanceits includes eight new
iputers and improvements
(telecommunication gear
Hich will allow easier, faster
more frequent Internet us!. "With such an upgrade,
will be able to download
;h quality audio files," said
Innis Kita, general manager
_ BKUOP.

'ther technological imivements with the system
-hide digital sound editing,
ntal file transfer and InterIt distribution. KUOP re
ived the donation last year
im Ralph Guild, co-founder

kningitis

of McGavren-Guild and for
mer member of the Board of
Regents.
Being a former student of
John C. Crabbe, the founder of
KUOP and former instructor
of radio courses in the Com
munication department, Guild
values the importance of radio
broadcasting and student in
volvement in the radio station.
Guild's generous donation
has allowed KUOP to perform
technological upgrades in
three phases. The second
phase, beginning in the next
few weeks, includes digital au
dio work stations, and the
third phase, immediately fol
lowing the second, will in
clude a new broadcast console.
"The technology initiative is
a giant step in improving the
technical capability of the sta
tion," said KUOP's broadcast
engineer Scott
Mearns.
Mearns is responsible for the

bssible risk of infections of
iy kind."
One other method of preintion to be considered is
at of a vaccination. Vaccinapn with the meningococcal
ferine is recommended by
lie CDC's Advisory Commit|e on Immunization Pracces. This covers four of the
ght possible serogroup, yet it
oes not cover one of the most
>mmon, serogroup C. Also,
15 percent of the people takig this vaccine may not build
itibodies, or protection.
After speaking with Pam
aker, an employee of the
owell Student Health Center,
ie vaccination has not yet
een recommended for everyne on campus. It will be ad

ministered by request only
A ^ Z A B X A E O l j
and should be available with
in approximately one day of B
Kappa Alpha Theta
closer, we wish you all
X
that request.
The ladies of Kappa happy studying and good
Not to be forgotten is the A
cost of the vaccine. To receive E Alpha Theta would like to luck!
thank the men of Archania
it, there will be a fee of about
O for a great time at our
Omega Phi Alpha
65 to 85 dollars.
exchange.
It
was
a
great
r
The
men of Omega Phi
Although this may seem a
opportunity
for
our
hous
Alpha
are
sincerely grate
z
little bit pricey, Freshman Matt
es
to
get
to
know
one
ful
to
our
Little
Sisters for
Kee said, "Sure, it may be a lit A
tle expensive, but I would E another a little bit better! putting on such a wonder
Also thanks to everyone ful theme party. We hope
rather spend the money, in
N who attended our coffee the ladies enjoyed Pixie
hopes of preventing possible
night! We enjoyed seeing Week and that your Big
infection, than take an unnec O
and
talking with every Bro's made it a memorable
n
essary risk."
one!
As for news around experience.
If you are interested in 0
the
house,
the Black and
For a study break dur
seeking this vaccination, as p
Gold
Ball
was
held
in
ing
Finals week, stop by
means of protection, or would
1 Sacramento this year. We our house at night for
like more information, the
Cowell Student Health Center T had a great time dancing some milk and cookies.
can be contacted for both writ Y the night away and letting This is a great opportunity
ten and verbal information. Q loose at this annual event. to unwind and take that
As finals week creeps well-earned study break.
The number is 6-2351 or 62256.
^ Z A r E $ r K A M N O I I 0 P E T Y f

Infemef y\ece$s»

'Model open daily

('Unique 1,2 & 3
bedrooms

'Pool/Spa

•
*
*•
•

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
73S Grouse Run Drive * (209) 957-6710 HI
1

'

"L

35
17

Local 56k access
FREE Software
FREE Internet Book
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee
•

,

Good luck with finals!
.
We wish everyone a
Happy New Year and look ®
forward to seeing you all I I
in the spring
0
Alpha Kappa Phi
The men of Alpha
Kappa Phi-Archania hope
that everyonehad a great
Thanksgiving break and
are getting ready for
finals.
We hope that
everyone feels free to
come over and hangout if
they need to get out and
take a study break. W e
wish everyone the best of
luck with finals and hope
everyone has a great vaca
tion.
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The Personal Touch

Am

>0 serf lfj» lev'

www.mreach.com • 800-446-7322 • info@inreach.com

E A b x A e o

Embroidery, Screenprinting, Fraternity Lettering

Student and Faculty Special!

'Park - like setting
'Fireplaces

KUOP employees gather around their new equipment purchased with money from the donadesign, acquisition, installa- like most small stations, computerized systems from
tion and maintenance of the KUOP has struggled to keep *Internet-based services to ac
new equipment.
pace with it until now. Our counting. Some of the equip
Radio has played an all im- new capability includes new ment we're replacing is older
portant role in technical inno- forms of production, storage, than the students operating
vation since its inception, and and delivery systems, plus it."

Greek Life

ontinued from page 13
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,

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, CA 95206
(209) 465-6048
Shirts, Caps, Jackets, Blankets, etc.
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Greek Council helps promote unity among hous
BYRON BOCARD
Staff Writer

Greek Council is a body of
people that help make the
Greek system run smoothly
as well as provide representa
tion within the school. Rachel
Cooper, president of Greek
Council for women says that
the real purpose of the orga
nization "is to increase unity
in the Greek community
through different activities
and events."
To promote unity among
the Greek system, Greek

lights

itinued from page 12
Continue
6:00 p.m. at the pillars where
the Pacific Singers will lead in
the caroling and a brass en
semble will play holiday songs
and carols. The President, Mrs.
DeRosa, faculty, staff and their
families will join the carolers as
they head to Morris Chapel to
begin the celebration. Chap
lain Zier will give a sermonfor
the children explaining the
meaning of holiday celebra
tion. The chapel ceremony will
bring together different reli
gions and their traditions such
as Christmas, Hanukkah and
Kwanzaa. One of the groups
participating includes the
African American Student
Union. With appropriate attire
and formal dress, members of
AASU will perform a light cer
emony to celebrate Kwanzaa.
La'ketha Walker, president of
AASU said, "The Kwanzaa
committee is working hard to
present information that will
be of light to all. We hope to
make people aware of African
American culture and bring
light and understanding to tra
ditions that are customary."
Following the chapel cere
mony, the Tree Lighting will
take place outside of the Presi
dent's Room with cookies and
cocoa to follow. This year, to
help with the holiday spirit of
giving, all participants are en
couraged to bring unused
clothing items for the less for
tunate.
Mrs. DeRosa will also col
lect presents to give to St.
Mary's Interfaith Dining
Room. Chaplain Zier com

_. .

.

1

.

«

Council puts on many differ
ent events through-out the
year. In the Fall, the group is
in charge of putting on Greek
Week for the fraternities and
sororities. This big event is
made up of several small ac
tives that take place during
the week. The fraternities and
sororities compete against
each other to be the winners
of Greek Week. This years
winners were Delta Gamma
and Alpha Kappa Phi-Archania.
Once a semester, they also
put on the all Greek party.

This is where only members
of the fraternities and sorori
ties here on campus can go
party together. The event
takes place off campus and is
fun for everyone. It is a great
time for people in different
organizations to get to know
one another. Greek Council is
also responsible for many
other activities, social events
and informational programs
to help promote and educate
the Greek houses.
The main thing that this
group is responsible for is
rush. This year Greek Council

mented, "The Festival of
Lights is one of those few opportunities we have as a university to come together to
share in a meaningful and cul-

tural event. By bringing the
UOP community together, we
hope to make it a family event
that will be memorable and
that everyone will enjoy."

c«/>n f-allintr i t
decided to stop
calling it
"rush" and instead call it re
cruitment. Both men and
women's recruitment start
the first week of the spring se
mester. The women's recruit
ment takes place from Janu
ary 19 to January 23. The cost
is $15.00 and is open to any
one who has above a 2.2 GPA.
Men's recruitment starts

Men's
Recruitment
January 22-29
Requirements
2.2 GPA

the
tllC Saturday
SatlirdflV
start and goes ilowing Sunday

_

cost for men's re
but still everyone am*|
2.2 to particip^1^
great way for bo»*!
women to s e e a n know the Greek s>
the different houses
pus.

Women's

Recruitment
January 19-23
Requirements

2.2 C P A

At tHese prices, it's too bad|
we don't sell cars.
Maybe one day we will sell cots, food and everything else you need. But right now, it's great deals on textbooks every day. You con save up to 40%, and you H get
1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit cord. Varsi1yBooks.com is 100% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

VarsityBooks

[AROL WHITE
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itockton's latest dining addition draws a
:rowd for its prices ana atmosphere
JOLLY CACCIAPACLIA

n menior Staff Writer

I On the Border
14704 Pacific Ave.
478-9977
Open:
Sunday- Thursday II -10,
I bar open until II p.m.
Friday-Saturday 11-11,
bar open until 12 a.m.

M

M

Stockton's newest Mexican
staurant opened for business
bn November 15 and the place
has been packed ever since. I
vas excited for "On the Bor
der" to open, not because
|Stockton is lacking in Mexican
[restaurants, but because we
don t have many Mexican
bain restaurants.
"El Torito's" and now On the
(Border possess an atmosphere
•that offers a little more fun than
•Stockton's long list of family
|
owned Mexican restaurants.
Santa Fe decor covers the
I walls from ceiling to floor.
|When the restaurant is full, it
I becomes easy to get a feel for
I how many tables they pack in
I there (maybe a few too many).

1 visited On The Border in
Elk Grove to do a comparison.
There is not much to comment
on, given that the two restau
rants are practically identical. It
did however give me a chance
to sample a variety of foods.
I've tried the chicken tajitas,
beef taco, chicken taco, sizzling
fajita salad and the smoked
chicken flauta. I definitely like
the beef taco better than the
chicken. The beef is shredded,
marinated and very tasty. Even
though the chicken in the
chicken taco has a red sauce on
it for extra flavor, it still doesn't
outdo the beef taco in the taste
category.
The fajitas were good, simi
lar to ones I've had at other
chain restaurants. However,
the sizzling fajita salad was bet
ter than other fajita salads I've
had. If you're in the mood for a
salad you might want to give
that one a try.
Now just a little warning for
those interested in the smoked
chicken flauta: It is VERY
smoked. There's no way that
flavor is going to get past you.
So if you don't absolutely love
the smoked flavor (which I
thought I did up until this
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Top Ten
Top Ten Ways NOT to
celebrate New Years

2000
10. Praying to the
porcelain god. (That
should be reserved for
after the clock has struck
12:00)
9. Reading back issues of
The Pacifican
8. Sitting in a Y2K bunker
(I GUARANTEE Y2K will
cause very few problems if
any)

Food close by: on the corner of March Lane & Pacific Avenue.
point) you might be a little
overwhelmed by the potent fla
vor.
Now for some prices: On
The Border easily compares
with El Torito price-wise. Faji
tas are $9-$14, non-vegetarian
salads are $6 - $8, and most oth
er dinner plates run from $7- $1
0. On the Border is cheaper at
lunch. Their "create your own
border lunch" for $6.49 gives
you exactly what you'd get at
dinner for $7.29. For lunch the
prices range from $5-$8.

It occurred to me that per
haps some of the waiters / wait
resses at On the Border have
never waited tables before.
However, there seems to be
enough employees floating
around that if your designated
waitperson isn't especially at
tentive you could flag someone
else down fairly easy.
I give On The Border 4 chefs
for taste, 31/2 chefs for speed 3
chefs for service, 4 chefs for at
mosphere, 4 chefs for price, for
an overall rating of 4 chefs.

HAPPY
HOLIE>AY.S
A&E STAFF
TheA&E staff wants to wish
all of our readers a happy
holiday season. We'll see
you next year.
From left: Stephanie
Dodson, movies; Lindsay
Grimes, art and literature;
Carol White, AMi editor;
Lara Zamansky, music;
Holly Caccipaglia, food.

7. Flying in a plane (just
in case one of those few
Y2K problems has to do
with airline electronics)
6. Drinking alone in your
bedroom (who are you
gonna kiss at midnight?)
5. Watching the NBC
special "Y2K: the movie"
for the 17th time
4. Doing anything in
Stockton (there are
alternatives... I promise!)
3. Trying to be the first to
complete the Millennium
club (1,000 shots of brew
in 1,000 minutes... I'd like
to see somebody try)
2. Pillaging and looting
Times Square after the
riots break out (believe
me... they will)
1. Studying up for next
semester's classes (friends
don't let friends study on
New Years)

Compiled by
Brad Franca

ARTS
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"Anwhere But Here" is where the heart is
STEPHANIE DODSON

Staff Writer

Anywhere But Here
Director: Wayne Wang
Starring: Susan Sarandon
and Natalie Portman
Rated: PG-13
A

•7^7 V.V

km f k'N

It's a tug of war of emo
tions in this film starring Su
san Sarandon and Natalie
Portman. The film is about a
mother and daughter whose
problems are deeper and
more emotional than your
average family. Susan Saran
don plays Adele, a social
climbing mother who up
roots her daughter from Wis
consin to the snooty Beverly
Hills. Adele divorces her sec
ond husband, an ice skating
instructor who doesn't hold
up to her "high standards."
After purchasing a used
Mercedes they leave their
small town and head to Cali
fornia. Ann Portman is reluc
tant to leave her loving fam
ily and cousin Benny (Shawn
Hatosy), who's her best

Sarandon and Portman star as mother and daughter in this heart-touching film.

friend. Adele wants Ann to grown-up, in this mother- servative, smart and practi
have all of the opportunities daughter relationship. Adele cal. She's tired of her moth
that she didn't have. While, prances around in skimpy er's wild and unrealistic
they don't end up in the clothing and tries to draw as dreams.
All Ann wants is to have a
plush part of Beverly Hills, much attention to herself as
normal
and stable life.
possible.
She
regularly
for
their apartment is in the
We soon begin to see
school district, allowing Ann gets to pay the electric bill
and believes every problem Adele's bold attitude is a
to attend a good school.
Adele is anything but the can be solved with ice cream. front for her insecurities.
perfect mother. Ann is the Ann is just the opposite: con When Adele and Ann are in-

vited to a rich :la
holiday party, AcK
to attend. And
meets a dentist
Bochller), she deceives.
self into believing
I
is more between th«
one-night stand. • delJ
needy mother and ca
that Ann will somed«
don her. Ann how e\
termined to lea\ e and I
sooner the better.
This film is burst:
raw emotions, but
still able to keep the
light and fun. BecacseJ
movie is centered a rour
mother-daughter rel
ship, the supporting duj
ters are sparse. But both
ny and Ann's love ir.
Peter (Corbin Allrec
fantastic job in their suppd
ing roles.
The chemistry be
Hatosy and Portman :
and believable. They
short amount of time
screen but they use it "•
fullest extent. Sarandon.
is the epitome of class, yl
into the role of Adele
J
got the dream but lacks
class.

Holiday album features Grammy artists
LARA ZAMANSKY

Staff Writer

Artist: Various
Title: The Colors of
Christmas

It's the most wonderful
time of year... o.k., so
Thanksgiving is over and the
winter holiday season is just
a couple weeks away. Fami
ly, friends, loved ones, deli
cious home cooked food
(which everyone looks for
ward to especially if you live
away from home) and the
whitest and freshest snow
are all ingredients to having
a wonderful holiday season.
So cut a slice of your
grandmother's apple pie,
open your presents and en
joy the many colors of Christ

mas.
You can literally enjoy
"The Colors of Christmas"
because it is a twelve track
collection of everyone's fa
vorite Christmas songs star
ring many talented Gram
my-winning
singing
superstars. Oleta James,
Phillip Bailey, Pcabo Brvson,
Sheena Easton, Roberta
Flack, Melissa Manchester
and Jeffrey Osborne all have
come together on this tradi
tional collection of Christmas
carols. The artists perform
songs of the season as well as
their own favorite hits. The
beautiful orchestra and
gospel choir add to the seren
ity and beauty of each song.
What makes this album
unique from any other al
bum is that all of the es
teemed artists will be going
on tour for this collection.
"The Colors of Christmas"
creator and producer Stig

Edgreri comments, "This is
the first Christmas Tour with
an album, and the first
Christmas album • with a
tour." These great singers
work in duets and trios,
bringing to life such
melodies as "It's The Most
Wonderful Time of the Year"
and "Have Yourself a Merry
Little Christmas." Other fa
miliar tunes include: "Born
on Christmas Day," "O'
Come All Ye Faithful,"
"Silent Night" and "Who

Would Imagine a King" as
well as several other great
hits.
This album can be found
in most of the holiday sec
tions of your local music
store, but they go fast like the
holiday season because be
fore you know it you will be
back at school starting a
brand new semester!!!
The album is a great addi
tion to your holiday collec
tion, sure to make the season
warm and bright.

6262 West tans

955

Bargain Matinees m ( )

Advance Ticket Sajes^ . ^
Available at the Box Office

Toy Story 2 -G **n° passes
Daily: (1:50.2:40.4:25.5:15)
6:55,7:35.9:30.10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25.12:10)

End of Days -R -no passes
Daily: (1:55.4:50) 7:40.10:25
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)

TheVNbrid Is Not Enoygh -FGI3
Da«y:< 1:45.4:35.S:0O) 7:20.7:50.1(H
Late Show Fri-Sun: 10:30 PM
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:10.2:15)

J

Sleepy Hollow -R

MJjJlL

PACIFIC AVE BOWL
Perife Aiw Bowl

5939 Pacific Ave.

EVERY FRIPAY NIWT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
*1100 PER PERSON
477-0267

Daily: (2:00.2:30.4:30.5 05)
7:05.7:30.9:35.10.00 ^
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30.12:00)

J

The Messenger:

The Story of Joan of Arc *
Fri-Sun:(t 1:00) & Mon-Thur: (2.-05)

The Bone Collector - R
Daily: (1:40.4:20) 7:15.9^0
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:15)

Fri-Thur (12/03-12/09'

\o

EMBER
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ecember 1999
List your event in The Pocifican's calendar FREE. Call Carrie Fox at 946-21 IS and leave details of your event.

Cf

Dec. 2
Imong Student Meeting
thdiJ in WPC @6 p.m.
«aild
Dec. 3
W
Chi
Alpha
in the ZUf) i
rlj,..
Building @ 8 p.m.
kSUOP Movie: "City of
lels"
@ 9 p.m. (also 4th &
and
[in the McCaffrey Center
Theater
rug J

in WPC @ 6 p.m.

(a

e'veJ

Dec. 4
Aulos
Ensemble
of Juilusel
to
greet
the
1
musicians
undl
holidays in Focm concert
18 p.m. in Faye Spanos
[Concert Hall. For more
prmation call: 946-0540 or
948-2916

Mi

Dec. 10-12
ASUOP Movie: "The
I Truman Show" @ 9 p.m.
Ite the McCaffrey Center
Theater

MOVIES
www.movies.com
Now Playing
The Insider - A1 Pacino (R)
End of Days - Arnold
Schwarzenegger (R)
Anywhere But Here - Su
san Suranden (PG-13)
Pokemon The First Movie:
Mewtwo Strikes Back (G)
Toy Story 2 (G)
The World is Not Enough
- Pierce Brosnen (R)
The Messanger: The Story
of Joan of Arc (R)
The Sixth Sense - Bruce
Willis (PG-13)
Double Jeopardy - Ashley
Judd (R)
The Best Man - Taye Dig-

gs(R)

Sleepy Hollow - Johnny
Depp (R)
•
Being John Malkovich John Cusack (R)
American Beauty - Kevin
Spacey (R)
Flawless - Robert DeNiro
(R)

Dec. 14
Robert Pinsky, distinished Poet Laureate of the
J.S. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall @ 8 p.m.
pr more information call:
937-7488

COMING SOON

Dec. 16
I Hmong Student Meeting

Dec. 3
The End of The Affair (R)

IE TOP JOBS

Dec. 10
Cradle Will Rock - John
Cusack (R)
Dec. 17
Stuart Little (G)
THEATRE
www.theatre.com
Nov. 17-Ian. 7
Berkeley. The Beauty
Queen of Leenane @ the
Berkeley Repertory Theatre.
Tues - Sat. 8 p.m.. Wed. 7
p.m. and Sun. 2 p.m. & 7
p.m. Price: $33 - $48.50.
Nov. 19 - Dec. 26
San Francisco. Cabaret®
the Curran Theatre. Tues. Fri. 8 p.m., Sat. 2 p.m. & 8
p.m. and Sun. 2 p.m. Prices:
$34-$75.
Nov. 30 - Dec. 5
Hollywood. Fame ©the
Pantages Theatre. Call Ticketmaster for information or
www.ticketmaster.com
Nov - Dec. 5
San Francisco. Joseph and
His Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat. Call
Ticketmaster for informa
tion or
www.ticketmaster.com

applicationsaccepting
for the positions of
b.us'ness manager. Training begins this
spring with full duties beginning in the Fall of2000.
Hditor:i"-Chicf

Business Manager
2 Ulku " s,S"ificant
Qualifications: Must have taken and passed BUS!
previous exneri •nr'.^ Th' r ^ c£m.P®ab,e f1»Principles of Accounting and other classes,
ESe a wnS i
fT-'n;ch,d shouW iave « working knowledge of budgetary,
procedures hi'
knowledge of news room bookkeeping and advertising processes and the
,P^"!Ci-J, b, l. .,s,n
. . .ess
p i Prices,
u v u t o , uthe
i e aability
o i n i v to
t o ability to motivate and lead The Advertising
motivate and lead and the ability to act as the Department.
public relations arm of The Paciftcan
Responsibilities:
Responsibilities:
• Create and propose an annual budget
•Final responsibility for all editorial and
• Maintain accurate records of all financial
advertising content
transactions
1 Establish and maintain policies and goals on
content stvle ™r"™717r™ —
"" * PlcPare necessa0' documentation for all financial
• Appoint and r™3 ii business practices transactions including but not limited to accounts

cdiBLfpSdofsST^

CLASSIFIEDS
Immediate Openings! Students
earn $375/$575 weekly process
ing/ assembling Medical I.D. cards
from your home. Experience un
necessary...we train YOU! Call
MediCard
1-541-386-5290, ext. 300.
Free CD of cool indie music when
you registerat mybytes.com, the ul
timate website for your college
needs.
Want a free health club member
ship?
Now hiring for fitness, customer ser
vice & sales. Make $$ while in
school & have fun. We are looking
for UOP students for part-time &
full-time positions. Applicants must
enjoy working ina fun, energetic at

Anita' s f\yobrf>
fdl/M and Capd feadint
9415854
1119 f. Harding Way

Drive Thru Espresso

[SANFEUP?

CRILL
w/Beans, Rice, Salsa & lortillas

Is,

payablc> acc()ums receivab,e and staff

THE PACIFICAN

' Whole Rotisserie Chicken

i * %* %

0

ZN

w*

c?^tact Trent Allen at 946-2115

' Famous Fresh Fish Tocos N
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic rrawns
Black Beans
Carne Asada (grilled steak)
CornitQS (roast pork}
All Natural Beef & Pork
Our livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds.
We use only 100% canola oil, not
hydrogenatsd. 50% lower in saturated fat
than soybean oil. peanut, or olive oil.

Catering Now Available!

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.
(one block south of March Lane)

mosphere. Must like smiling and
being In-Shape. Contact Linda @
475-2296 or fax resume to 472-1858.
How does $800/ week extra income
sound to you? Amazingly prof
itable opportunity. Send self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to :
Group Five 6547 N.Academy Blvd.,
PMB-N Colorado Springs, CO
80918.
1996 Honda Accord LX fully loaded
PW/PS, A/C, automatic. Asking
$13,000. Call (209) 460-7807.
Wedding gown: satin & lace
w / train, off shoulder neckline, slip
& headpiece, size 10/12. Call 9315644 further info.

46 YEARS of QUALI TY

"Manny's"

(HlUfOPiua rftwsl
(/ OH THE MIRACLE MILE

Stockton's Favorite Hamburger
From the Ranch to us.

100% Ground Fresh Chuck
The Livestock is ted the purest, natural feeds
Feed List Available

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequcd Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Rousted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Blue Pacific Oysters
Fish Sandwich
Oysters & Chips
Oyster Sandwich
w/spicy Tartar Sauce

Steamed Artichokes
Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hydrogenalcd. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM yiSA. Jhsrot-yr & MasterCard

ARTS
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The
Senior
ALEX
IAMANSKY
News Editor

For those
of you that
have made the drive from
Los Angeles to Stockton
on 1-5, you surely must
agTee that this is a drive
highlighted by tumbleweed, endless highway,
endless fence along the
endless highway, and of
course, Harris Ranch.
Though it takes "just" 40
seconds to pass, there
seems to be an immacu
late stench emminating
from the pasture. Obvi
ously this is part of na
ture, but why must this
abomination hover a ra
dius of more than two
miles past the last cow's
"deposit?" It's absurd.
It seems the ultimate
travesty when driving on
the highway is the sim
pleton who, though lawabiding and virtuous, ac
celerates only at a
maximum of 70 mph in
the left lane. It's nice and
all, but what an ass. This
annoyance is and can be a
hazard to the rest of us
traveling up the road.
Yes, there is a speed limit,
but in reality, the speed of
the left lane is really de
termined by the flow of
traffic.
Finally, on the subject
of Y2K, the future of what
will happen seems a lot
brighter than what every
one believes. Sure there
may be rioting, chaos and
malfunction, but society
isn't going to just disap
pear into thin air. One
thing will happen and it
will be a record setting
number of hangovers be
cause this New Year's Eve
will be like no other.
Have a great New Year,
Pacific.

vt

A

Horoscopes

Pisces

Aquarius

(February 19 - March 20)
Focusing in on your picture of
health co^be^f the forefront of
your
suitable
frame and the proper protective
glass. There axe no negatives
with which to"fitake copies.

(January 2Q,£_JEebruary 18)
Deep down, yon know the
answers to the isfcuesthat con
front y<&.'Seary(fur mind and
allow th^v^jps vf yojjr head to
work it
J^dfploinatic
discussion co~ifl3 ensue.

Cancer

Gemini

Taurus]

Aries
fMarrh 21 - April 19)
.. ge, and
iw all of the
is no need

Virgi;o

Leo

(July 23 - August 22)
(June 2X=;July 22)
Your
inner drive has a route
You find, yourself asking the
ex
same sortsof questions for which mapped1outtliat is quite extraordinary. You still need to take control
the greatphtlpsophers are known. of the wheel, bid signs could be
The spet^^piS^^mhot as im come quite irrelevant In determin
portant as the quest tofind them. ing your properdirection.

(May 21 -June 20)
Deal with th&isstte$ that con
front yoijy^n#&i% present
themselvis. Itmiv noffnvolve a
straightforward introduction, so
look for the signs that are more
subtle.
_ . '

Scorpio

Libra

(September 2T- October 22)
If you feel tkatyou need help,
take the time toseek it out. You are
_the
ake YOU a Wt vulner-

(October 23; November 21)
Your sensitivity allows you to notice things
resthat
that others
oltht fail to catch. It
may not be as obvious.as§home run,
so think about the smaller steps that
get everyonecloser to scoring.

(Ap"120Shake
yurtfl
and seek gdii overread
fleeting-, Your
slightly stress >

Sagittarius

(November 22 - December 21)
Your inUiitiap is typrth more
than any'tuition that you have
ever paid. You hold ail esteemed
degree in high energy and its ap
0f y
plications.

(August 23^
Hone memo*'1
ers in order toga*";
emotions that are pi
face. If you men*
make the dis «, ~
boil over
. .

Capncoj

(December 2L2-

-|
There is.some p "d
when people
:
original
elude yob you are re

sMd&r

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young \
the Restle

Marian told Stuart the
truth about Colby's paternity
and revealed she had
Adam locked away. Liza
questioned Marian and Stu
art about what they were hid
ing.

Nancy tried to bribe Mrs.
Rush to keep her secret, and
is told that the young girl
she heard singing is her
daughter. Victor saved Vivian
from
being killed by Dr.
Bryce.

The FBI arrested Jerry who
assured Bobbie he was inno
cent. Nikolas walked out on
Stefan for lying about being
his father. Roy advised Han
nah to cut her losses and
leave Sonny.

Brock was dete
build a relationship
with Kay's help. As
Cole was becomir ;
ingly remote frorr
tona's "fan" conr^
send unsettling ma..

MONDAY NIGHT fOOTBAll ON SATflU
MIMI SIRVtD: IlilBPM AHD 5PH-KW

Charbroiled Steaks,
Fresh Seafood,Veal,
Chicken
Pasta Dishes,
Plus Sauteed Delights
Daily Specials
Cocktail Lounge
Plenty of Parking

GSD

(109) 6?8-6290
2)24 GUANO CANil BIYD «•STOOION. (A 95HB
ACROSS fROM THt NIION WIRANft
UIBWUVUUBlt
must bring coupon

tudy at...*'
9

8 When you and your study group
|come in you will receive a FREE
~ first round ol' brewed eoffee.
S
—
e

v-x

Tj

*Come and visit our mm location at Wrberstonn «

236 Lincoln Center • 951-2980

Oi.i l> <>«»> - Mpm Monday tl.rti Frafuv
Kara
SaUHtlay ami Sunday
3226 Pacific Aw 466-6333
, must bring coupon mmmm
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Notebook

Sideline

Continued from page 28
rage of insulting nicknames
like "grassers" and "chicks
with sticks".
* The Men's water polo
team will sober up.
* Elsa Stegemann will be
able to leg press 2,000 pounds,
with one foot.
According to a new clause
in the NCAA rule book,
sports editors will be allowed
to deliver yellow and red
penalty cards to teams and

•Women's Volleyball •
je the champions my friends. Women's volleyba
Its fourth Big West championship Saturday, November
i a three game sweep over Utah State,
go ly, November 28, the NCAA announced fifth-ranked Paast the 1999 NCAA Women's Volleyball Tournament
Second Round Matches this coming weekend. UOP
lis honor as a result of the volleyball team's 1999 Big
Terence Championship Match win over Utah State. Pa!) has first seed in the East Region, and will be joined by
(30-3), Michigan (15-14), and Colgate (17-17) at the
.enter on December 3 and 4.
John Dunning continued to be a huge key to the
COI fcoach,
this team and his efforts have been well recognized. He
Volleyball_
2d Big West Conference coach of the year for the third
Continued from page 28
-S career (1986,1996, and 1999) after having guided the
cific by a final tally of 15-9,
i the Western Division Championship with a 15-1 record.
15-0, 15-4. The shutout in
;Isa Stegemann was named Big West Conference Co
game two was the Tigers'
if the year, having over 1500 kills, 1000 digs, and 200
first since last season when
luring her time at Pacific. Stegemann also received a
they closed out Boise State
all conference bid. Seniors Tracy Chambers and Jenwith a 15-0 third game.
n were also selected to the All-Big West first team SeLike the McGwire and
C Tanja Dimitrijevic and junior Danielle Shinn received
Sosa
of volleyball Stegemann
am selection bids.
and Smith again stood out in
•Men's Water Polo*
the box score with 18 and 13
1999 season comes to an end for this Tiger team after sufkills, respectively, the two
loss to California in the fight for third place in the MPSF
highest totals in the match.
olo Tournament, November 28 at Irvine. California just
Another Tiger who made the
aged to ovprtnlco
u,, ^ „— f?/
,
*
best of Senior Night was set
, ,
^ 6uai;> in rne rourtft quarter to give Caliter Dimitrijevic who served
he win with only 28 seconds left on the clock. The game
up 30 assists, four digs and
untied at 3-3 after the second quarter, and also had been
three blocks before a crowd
lensaves
8°aIkeePer' Jeff Johnson,
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coaches who complain too of
ten.
* Soccer coaches Keith and
Michelle Coleman will name
their first born child Amos
Alonzo in honor of their
team's success in Stagg Stadi
um.
* Big West shrinks down to
only California and Utah
schools and is renamed
"Spuds and Studs".
* The Pacifican sprts seaction wiall be com,ple?tely free
of typ6os, forezver.
* UOP will finally admit
of over 2300 that included
her father who had made the
trip from Belgrade.
The Bankers' Classic AllTournament Team was well
represented by Pacific who
had Smith, senior Tracy
Chambers, junior Danielle
Shinn, and tourney MVP
Stegemann. The quartet of
Tigers were joined by Denise
Boylan and Mary Leffers of
Notre Dame, as well as An
gela Lewis of Sac State.
Despite three outstanding
performances, and an auto
matic big to the NCAA Tour
nament with their Big West
Championship, the icing on
the cake came Sunday

that "The Grand Old Man of
Football," Amos Alonzo
Stagg was really just the "old
man" of Pacific football.
"•Capture the Flag is
brought to collegiate athletics
as a cost effective replacement
to football.
* The NBA goes bankrupt
citing that they couldn't com
pete with the excitement of
NCAA hoops. Olowokandi
returns to Pacific as a coach.
* Dick Vitale exclaims that
"UOP is the best school in the
country, baby!"
evening. As the team
watched via satellite, the
NCAA tourney selection
committee made the an
nouncement the Tigers all
wanted to hear. Pacific was
one of four teams to be
awarded a number one seed
in the 64 team tournament.
That means that as long as
they keep winning, the
Tigers will get to play at
home until the Final Four in
Hawaii should they keep up
their winning ways that
long.
"There's no room for fear,"
said Dimitrijevic. "There's
nobody we're really afraid
of."

•Men's Golf*
Aar°n Beng°echea,

former Pacific golfers
I their PGA Tour cards for the year 2000 season after manIjrompfetesix rounds at the PCA Tour Qualifying School.
(? AT°Ur in 1999'and carded rounds of
WMTnt
1
311
Under firush and T-19th. In 1999 he
>Vcio
•out of 18golfing events he entered and made $126,353
finish was a TO at the 1999 Westin Texas Open. Brehaut
fT w
?1986 Wlth a degreein communication.
;ia^d reundsof 70-69-69-68-63 with a 10under par
xj
graduated from Pacific in 1989 with a busipnors

°st Player of the Year and earned All-Amer-

• Softball*
CC
tHe signing of two freshmen
for Cmf ^T
season
CA an?
j
- Jennifer Dacre, from Elk
llLT ^°ni
'"8 from Escondido, CAhavesigned
J letters of intent. Dacre and Kading will be very posifoo^totheligerteam.
DacreisapitcherwffiT
C, ^ record with a .41 earned run average in 196 in-

W

MeS*CamSftrSt

Uxam AI,~DeIta League' and first

^1999 summer'she »ed her
na Breeze is and under team to the ASA National
jonship. Kading is an outfielder and utility player who
hi*-inSanDie£o<Lnty
£iSSft
9 Hi
1n ,. . gh School All-Amenca second team selection
md,dohigh^hooI.Forher(>angeCountyBatbusters
m last year, Kading earned ASA All America honors.
Notebook compiled by Jessica Luidevald
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Monday Night
Football
4 io pm

Cuervo Gold Margaritas ISO
Pot if ico Beer 2.30
Bucket of four PatiOcos 8.99
Domestic Draft Beer 1/3
Select Appetizers 1.30

Tuesday Night
4-10 pm

1'acos (chicken/steak) .Ate
Margaritas IO<J

Wednesday Night
4 10 pm

woonnu^D ROT»sseci«=

* Monday Night Only

Ini.ludes Steak, Scampi, Tri-Tip, Salmon, Pork Chops Etc.

•t/a. PRieE P i z z A
t Tuesday Night Only

Baja Corona Zona Fish Tatos 99t
Coronas or Pina Coladas 2 23

In House Only (Excludes Holidays}

Happy Hour

HAPPY Hour
Weekdays 4 - 6 pm

Specials

Tuesday Friday 4 B pm
Select Appetizers t.SO
Well Drinks 2.30
House ChaWis 2.30
Dottie s t i t Draft B e e r 1 / 3

957 6891
2593 W. Mat c h I n

Special Prices on drinks and appetizers

OPEH FqR LufclcH Afclo DIHMER
Reservations Available at 474.6585
6629 Embarcadero Drive • Stockton
One mile west of 1-5 at Ben Holt exit

I
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Gallery of
Champions
Dick Bass
Football (1956, 58-59)
All-American
NFL Player
(Los Angeles Rams)

Ted Baun
captains the
Pacific football
team in their
5-3-1 season,
ending with a tie
to rival Fresno
State.

Ted Baun
Football (1924-27)
Pacific Tigers Benefactor
University
athletics
expand into
baseball, track,
checkers, lawn
tennis, hares fir
hounds, bicy
clists, and a
walking club.

Scott Boras
Baseball (1970-74)
Major League Baseball
Sports Agent
Pete Carroll
Football (1965-1967)
NFL Head Coach
(New England Patriots &
New York Jets)
Bruce Coslet
Football (1965-67)
NFL Head Coach
(Cincinnati Bengals &
New York Jets)
Cedric Dempsey
Director of Athletics
(1967-79)
NCAA President
John Dunning
Women's Volleyball Head
Coach
(1985-current)
NCAA National
Championship Coach
Bob Eberhardt
Football (1951)
Pacific Tigers Benefactor
Tom Flores
Football (1956-57)
NFL Head Coach
(Oakland Raiders &
Seattle Seahawks)
John Gianelli
Men's Basketball
(1970-72)
All-American
NBA Player
(New York Knicks &
Chicago Bulls)
Willard Harrell
Football (1972-74)
All-American
NFL Player
(St. Louis Cardinals &
Green Bay Packers)

The University
of the Pacific
is founded in
Santa Clara.

tag
Girls basketball
is founded.

Chris Kjeldsen
returns to Pacific
as a swim and
basketball coach
after playing
football under
Stagg in 1934.

The women's
basketball team
forms their own
baseball league
for the spring.
1927

1913

The University
boasts a football
club, baseball club
and University
tennis club.

1916

Women's tennis
enjoys its first
season at Pacific
by reaching the
state semi-finals.

Pacific football
gets a new coach
with the coming
of Karl Schaupp
and winless
season. The men's
basketball team is
"made up almost
entirely of new
men who had
never played
before."

The men's
baseball dub
the CCAA
Championshi\
and Padfic
pitcher Stan
McWilliams
produces the I
no-hitter in
conference his

1936

1929

The University
moves to
Stockton and
establishes a
men's swim
team.

1943

1949

Amos Alonzo Stagg is
recognized as Coach
of the Year by the
Associated Press after
leading the Tigers to
a No. 6 national
ranking.

Myra Parsons
joins the United
States Olympic
team after a
prosperous
season as a
sprinter and
broad jumper
at Pacific.

Tiger i
undef
boys" soar
national ro
With the 1*
American c
•ddie LeBaf
i iecomes ti*
scoring foe'
in the nation
575 points,
men's waU
team at Pc
the water.

•CEMBER
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SPORTS FEATURE
Volleyball
continues to
dominate and
wins their sec
ond National
Championship
Title. Middle
blocker Elaina
Oden goes on to
play in the 1992
and 1996
Olympic games.

The Big West
Conference is
formed and
revitalized Pacific
athletics.

I Eddie Macon breaks
I school records in the
i quarter mile and mile
I relay the COP track
\team and is the
lleading scorer on the
\ football team with 60
\points in a season.
\ Pacific competes in
the Sun Bowl.

Men's water polo
takes third in the
nation behind the
Olympic Club and
California.

Olympian
Jayne CibsonMcHugh plays
on the Pacific
women's
volleyball
team.
The Pacific Ice
Hockey Club is
formed. Tiger
Willard Harrell
is drafted to
the NFL.

Women's volleyball,
under the direction
of Terry Liskevych,
boasts a 17-8-1
record with a
Division III
Championship in
their second year.

Pacific
women's
volleyball wins
the NCAA
National
Championship.

Brad
Schumacher, a
member of the
Pacific swim
and water
polo teams,
wins two gold
medals in the
U.S. Olympics.

Baseball
player Dan Reichert
is named to AllAmerican team and
is the No. 7 Overall
pick in the MLB
Draft.

Football hosts
its last year as
a Pacific sport
with a
6-5 season
conclusion.
John Cianelli plays
for Pacific
basketball as a
defensive center
with teammate
Bob Thomason.
Cianelli is drafted
to the NBA and
Joins the New York
Knicks before
moving to the
Chicago Bulls.

Pacific
basketball's
leader,
Michael
Olowokandi, is
the No. 1 NBA
draft pick. He
is picked up by
the Clippers.

Jayne
Gibson-McHugh
Women's Volleyball
(1978-81)
AH-American
1988 U.S. Olympian
Elaina Oden
Women's Volleyball
(1985-86,88-89) •
Ail-American
1992 and 19% U.S. !
Olympian

(1995-98)
All-American
No. 1 Overall Pick -

Baseball (1995-97)
All-American
No. 7 Overall Pick
(1997 MLB Draft)
Brad Schumacher
Swimming & Water Polo
(1992-96) All-American
1996-U.S. Olympic Dou
ble Gold Medalist
Alex G. Spanos
Swimming & Diving
(1948)
NFL Owner
(San Diego Chargers)
Pacific Tiger Benefactor
Amos Alonzo Stagg
Head Football Coach
(1933-46)
Third-Winningest
College Football Coach
The Grand Old Man of
Football
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Making a "Marvelous" transition
BRETBARRIE

Staff Writer

I

I;
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A.

When most people hear the
song "Small Town" they get
pulled into the lively beat and
the soothing voice of John
Cougar Mellencamp, but
they'll never know the true
meaning of the song.
On the other hand, Barry
Marvel is an exception.
After spending the first 18
years of his life in the town of
Colusa with only 5,000 people
and attending a Division V
high school with an enrollment
of 600, Marvel is having the
time of his life in his fifth year
here at Pacific His performance
on the hardwood is showing it,
too.
In Pacific's first three games
Marvel has averaged 26.3 min
utes per game with a .421
shooting percentage from the
field. Although his 6.7 points
per game aren't overly impres
sive, head coach Bob Thomason says that Marvel's greatest
asset is the leadership he
brings.
"You want somebody to
demonstrate on a daily basis
what is expected on a basket
ball team," said Thomason.
"Sometimes you have to do
things on your own and that's a
step he'll have to take."
The senior captain agrees
that his leadership is his biggest
contribution, but he also sees
other things as well.
"The players can rely on me
for a sense of leadership, but
also energy and excitement," he
said. "This game should be fun
and not just work. It's some
thing you're looking for when
you have a three-hour practice
and a test the next day."
While most people here at
Pacific don't know where Co
lusa is, Thomason was very fa
miliar with the small town 60
miles northwest of Sacramento.
In fact, Marvel is the second Co
lusa player to play for the
Tigers after Don Lyttle did ear
lier this decade. Marvel admits
Lyttle played a big role in his
decision to attend Pacific.
"We're pretty much family
friends with his family," said
Marvel. "I idolized him and

level. Thomason, however, had
no doubts about Marvel.
Now in his fifth year, it has
taken Marvel a few years to
contribute to the program. After
redshirting in his first season
and seeing limited action his
second, Marvel became a key
reserve for the Tigers in 1997.
He appeared in 26 games that
season, finishing fifth on the
team in rebounding and shoot
ing .588 from beyond the threepoint line.
Last year Marvel was having
a great season for Pacific before
it was cut short due to a stress
fracture in his right heel. At the
time he was the team's third
leading scorer with 8.5 points
per game and was forced to sit
2 out the final seven games.
| "The best thing is that Barry
|
didn't miss any workouts this
|
off-season," added Thomason.
Marvel: big game, small town. "Last year he had a back prob
lem and then he got hurt at the
tried to imitate his moves. I fol
end of the season, but now he's
lowed him when he came to
as healthy as I've ever seen
UOP and wasvery knowledge him."
able about him. So when I was
While some will never be
being recruited by UOP he was
able to identify with the song
able to give me a lot of insight
"Small Town," they can still ap
about things here."
preciate the hard work, hustle
A lot of the time recruiters are and leadership that Barry Mar
very skeptical as to whether a vel brings to the Pacific basket
player can make the transition ball team every time he steps on
from a Division V high school the court.
level to the NCAA Division I

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.

856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128
Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday

(209) 474-7470
1000W. Robin hood Dr.
At Pacific
Live Practice Otter!!!

Buy one Large Pizza at menu price
Get 2nd Large One Topping Pizza for $5.00

Volleyball
Playoffs
As the volleyball league
is coming to a close, play
offs have been taking place
all week long with intense
competition in all of the
leagues. Both the 4-Person
A and Co-Rec A champi
onship games are being
played tonight at 9:00 and
10:00 and the Women's fi
nal is Sunday night at 10:00
p.m. The Intramural staff
would like to thank all of
the teams who participated
in this very successful vol
leyball season.

Pre-holiday
Basketball
Tournament
The Pacific Intramural

The Pacifican
welcomes your
comments and
suggestions. Please
call 946-2115.

A0

\

CHINESE CUISINE

Bas]
Pre-Holiday
Tournament will be J
Sat. and Sun., Decej
and 5. Entries are cui
being taken and w il
on November 30. THt
fee is $10. Remindej
tournament is limited
first 16 teams to tur
completed entry for
do not delay and sign
the 15.

Give us a cal

If you have any c
tions, concerns, or wa
get involved, stop b}
Intramural Office, loc
in the new Gym next tc
Career and Internship <
ter, Monday through Fr
between the hours of
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. or
946-2716.

Get your golfe
his or her
favorite preset!
this year at

Advanced gjA
w/ g

m

466-4108

• Gift Certificates
• Custom built
Mon - Sat 11:00 am - 9:00 pm
original design
golf clubs
I TEAM LEGENDS! • Golfing accessoriei
SCREENPRINTING
• Repair work
To Go or Dine In

party trays available

EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!
BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

1 >38 W. Hammer lane
Park Woods Stepping Cente
209J52 4665
4
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en's Basketball

icific experiences better
ing through chemistry
\UONTtRO

from downtown. Senior Eden
(Staff Writer
Palacio and junior Millie
Kimpton also got into the fes
" sketba§v Tigers have proven they tivities with 16 points apiece.
e held cjirin in conference, but seaOle!
:erriberl
;are built and lost during
With a good start under
• Urrentt preseason. Post season their belts the Tigers took to the
* U clo tings and the way oppo- road last weekend for an ap
enfa down the line respect pearance in the Oregon State
'er; Tfe are all born now, and it Tournament. Getting a real test
^ totbefeanoteworthy November early in the season. Pacific was
J rn in afopel you to March Madpaired up with a Marquette
3rm,
team who have been hovering
n upo
the good fortune of just a few votes shy of the top
ig the regular season at 25 for all of the young season.
Pacific hoped last TuesDoing something they
battle with Gonzaga rarely managed to do all of last
III
: d be the start of some- season the Tigers shot over Eden Palacio unifies the team.
* - . big- And after losing a 40% in the game, and even
quesl
cant rl"'™!heartbreaker to Gon- found themselves owners of a the consolation match of the
?y the i^st year, a little revenge 39-34 halftime lead. And tourney. The 64-55 score
marked the first time this sea
>cated taste oh so sweet,
though they fought valiantly, son the Tigers had scored un
roth:| maybe the Tigers the Tigers allowed Marquette
der 80 points.
7 Cen- :: the off-season listening to force an overtime period
Four Tigers scored in double
:rida
Slim's "Better Living where they outscored Pacific
figures
in the win led by Ho's
Chemistry," or 16-11 to take it 86-81.
f 9:
game-high
18 (giving her a
they simply took the
r call
The Tigers posted a solid 2:1 19.7 ppg average this season).
to heart in their 84-70 team assist to turnover ratio
ig of the Bulldogs last for the game led by sophguard Ho also hit a pair of treys and
was joined by Palacio's one as
Dolinda Meeker who was the lone trio of shots Pacific
e moved the ball around
good for six assists, 12 points
f 'sajd head coach Sherri and eight boards. Palacio and managed to sink from outside.
Continuing her stellar play,
ffiB. "Our chemistry is reHo each dished out four assists freshman Ahsha Johnson hit
fpod for this early in the as well and racked up 18,15
for 12 points while Kimpton
points and 5,6 rebounds, re and Palacio each put up 11.
'-fiesta of scoring was led spectively.
At 2-1 the Tigers head to
ft F "h point guard Selena Ho
Quickly getting right back Portland State this Wednesday
tung up a game, and cato their winning ways the before cominghome to takeon
[-gh 26 points and tied her
Tigers came back the next visiting San Diego this Sunday
"high with five buckets
night to work Idaho State in at 3:00.

Holiday Athletic Schedule
Sunday 12/5/99
Women's Basketball vs. San
Diego
[ Spanos Center, 3 p.m.

Wednesday 12/8/99

Men's Basketball vs. Cal State
Stanislaus
Spanos Center,7j

Satun

Friday 1/7/00
Women's Basketball vs. San Jose
State
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

Saturday l/8/OO

Men's Basketball vs. San Diem
State
Spanos Center,7p.m.

Woftten
C San

Htnos Center,;7 p.m.
iy 12/18/99
BaskmMvs.
Spams Center, 3p.m.
. ft

Saturday
Men's BaskmmyfL fMao
Spanos Center,7^®™

Monday 12/20/99

Women's Basketball vs. S
| Spanos Center,7 p.m.

Thursday 12/30/99

Men's Basketball vs. Pepperdine
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

Sunday 1/2/00
Women's Basketball vs. UNLV
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

Satut
volleyball vs. San Diego
State
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

>1 |

Tuesday 1/18/00

Men's Volleyball vs. Brigham
Young
Spanos Center, 7p.m.

>r

Basketball

.

than 50% from the field as the
t Staff Writer
Tigers did Tuesday, in fact it
took some solid perimeter
• that old Chevy Nova of shooting for the Tigers just to
Pdad's on a cold day, the
keep it close, down just two at
•> are having a little trou- halftime.
fiing started.
Connecting on 7-12 from
Afier letting hopes of an updowntown in the second half
^ip away to the Bears at the i igevs managed to keep
i- Pacific returned home to
within striking distance, but
and get back on track shot themselves in the foot
Portland State this with a sickly 60.6% from the
jnight,
charity stripe. And when the fi
pven at home, winning is nal horn sounded, the Spanos
*r easy when you allow Center crowd of better than
r opponents to shoot better 3,000 saw their Tigers fall to a

trrA.

NEWYCMSTYLEHZZA
SANOWlCfe -fSfSHSALADS -SOUP
DTO-K

dismal 1-3 with a 69-65 loss.
Unfortunately for Pacific
they handled the ball like Bill
Buckner in the World Series,
coughing it up 14 times while
managing just three steals of
their own.
Leading the Tiger offensive
was senior Clay McKnight
who was a perfect 8 - 8 from
the free-throw line and good
for 16 points. Fellow senior
Barry Marvel chipped in 13 of
his own behind a 4-5 shooting
performance from behind the

i

i.

WfflAl
AUTHENTIC

|

Pacific men
'"MoimRo

iTutUr

MP 2300 W.
Ave. 462-6668
i*S3g; (1 Bock From 1-5)

j

$2.00 Off !
Any Large Pizza j
witii coupon

nnp pfiiM)
tup him
wtc
uuupuii pet
plica
expires
5/31/00

For the Holiday Athlete

JADE SOCCER CENTER
£31

1

|

For all your soccer needs including
jackets, sweat shirts, and novelty gifts.
702 Porter Avenue Suite B • Stockton • 957-5947
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Thankful Tigers get No. 1
D
\A

H
mSm

EMILY DAVIDSON
Sports Editor
sports@thepacifican.com

In the Year 2000...
* The Power Cat logo,
in the name of modern
ization, is changed again.
This time into a hologram
of an abstract swoosh in
orange and black.
* Stanford's tree mascot
is arrested for possession
of hallucinogenic mush
rooms and banned from
all NCAA athletic events
after police are tipped off
by an observant sports
editor.
* Coach Bob Thomason
and Bill Cosby join forces
selling a unique collection
of colorful sweaters on
QVC.
* The Pacific Dance
Team will abandon their
jock jams for classical in
terpretative dance rou
tines.
* Pacific women's vol
leyball will become
undisputed championsof
the universe.
* The women's cross
country team will become
the most highly funded
and profitable sport at
UOP.
* After a four year sab
batical, UOP's ice hockey
team will re-emerge with
a vengeance, terrorizing
the women's field hockey
team with a constant barSee Sideline, page 23

gies of Utah State. Though four."
Perhaps the most
not much of a surprise to the
Spanos Center crowd, the memorable moment of
As any travel agent can tell Tigers dealt Utah State the the match came with the
you, Stockton is one of the same fate as they had in their score knotted at 13 in the
nation's premiere hot spots, a last meeting, a 15-9,15-5,15- second game when the
head referee called a back
non-stop buffet of excite 13 sweep.
Said senior setter Tanja row attack on the Tigers giv
ment. Thanks to the
women's volleyball team, Dimitrijevic, "It was a great ing Sac State a huge 14-13
last week, this is partly true. team effort... we managed to lead. The bad call outraged
Dunning who immediate
For most schools in the pull it together at the end."
ly protested. Before
Now
proud
conference,
UOP secured the owners of yet things could get
reaching the Big
West title game No. 1 seed for the another Big West too out of con
trol the referees
Championship
NCAA
would be the
conferred and
trophy,
the
high point of any
Tournament
Tigers returned agreed to replay
given season. Yet
this weekend.
to action last the point. Take two went to
for this year's
Tigers, it was merely an ap weekend to host the Thanks the Tigers this time who stole
petizer before a delicious giving weekend tradition every ounce of the Hornets
weekend of volleyball and 21st annual Bankers Classic. momentum and owned the
especially sweet dessert as Helping share the Tigers' rest of the match.
Leading the way for Pacif
prepared by the NCAA Tour holiday cheer were Notre
nament selection committee. Dame, Washington State, ic in the match senior Elsa
In town to try their luck and nearby Sacramento Stegemann with 24 kills, 12
digs. Senior Jennica Smith
against a Pacific team who State.
After Notre Dame made added another 10 kills and
had just swept them at home
short
work of the undersized sophomore Jamie Hamm
a week earlier were the Agdug up a match-high 21
Washington
State squad, Pa balls.
All that stood between Pa
cific locked up
with Sac State cific and yet another
in the nightcap. Bankers' Classic title was
Much like their Saturday evening's contest
September 14 with Big East champs Notre
meeting
the Dame. However this time the
pesky Hornets luck of the Irish was with the
would not go Tigers.
In the first game the Tigers
easily, but still
fell to the over took everything Notre Dame
could dish out and gave
powering
Tigers 15-9,15- plenty of their own right
back, winning a hard fought
13,15-4.
Summed up first game 15-9. Pacific
perfectly by Pa scored the last two points of
cific head coach game one and enjoyed them
John Dunning, selves so much they decided
"this was really not to stop scoring until deep
a match of into the third game. The
streaks .. we Tigers held Notre Dame to a sfwould score .455 hitting percentage in the
they second game which was the
|two,
fwould score epitome of lopsided, a 15-0
we'd win for Pacific.
ithree,
As the Tigers jumped out
five,
score
Angela Rosenquist and Tracy Chambers
to
a 7-0 lead in the third
score
they'd
celebrate the Big West championship.

JOSH MONTERO
Senior Staff Writer

game it looked as if
Fighting Irish may havi
ready done all the scoi
that Pacific would al
them to do.
"It was a complete t<
effort," said Smith ot
Tigers 24 point scoringsf
"We blocked better,
played a lot better defert
Notre Dame did man
to finally find a seam in
Tiger defense, but only n
aged to score four poin'
the third game, falling'1

See Volleyball, P°9
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This time into a hologram
of an abstract swoosh in
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rooms and banned from
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